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Abstract
Distribution is the main activity in integrated product supply chain management. In the pharmaceutical industry, the process of drug distribution is important because of the handling, storage, and distribution of medicinal products with good standards and quality. The problem that occurs in the pharmaceutical industry is the circulation of counterfeit drugs by related parties, for example, unofficial or unregistered distributors or data collection for unregistered medicines circulated by distributors. Permits misused from drug manufacturing processes until they are distributed or circulated do not comply with the Food and Drug Supervisory Agency standard provisions. These problems must be resolved quickly with technological support to facilitate the distribution process in recording data distribution, providing data security, and traceability of transactions between related parties. This study proposes a good drug distribution model by applying blockchain technology. The Model development uses a qualitative approach and a user center design. The result of this study is a validated drug distribution model with blockchain technology. The model has the characteristics of transparency, security, traceability, decentralization, automation, immutability, and reliability. This model can help the government ensure public health and safety by ensuring that the drugs received are of good quality, thereby increasing the community safety and health and trust in drugs in circulation.

1. Introduction
Supply chain management is a process that links suppliers to consumers [1]. The most important distribution process is the distribution process, namely contacting producers to consumers [1, 2]. Distribution encourages company profitability because of the impact of logistics costs incurred [3]. Distribution is the main activity in the integrated supply chain management of products. In the pharmaceutical industry, the process of drug distribution is important because of the handling, storage, and distribution of these products [1, 3]. The distribution process has an entity involved and responsible for the distribution process to run properly. The distribution process in Indonesia already has a drug distribution process guideline in the regulations of the BPOM. Badan Pengawas Obat dan Makanan (BPOM) or English name Drug and Food Supervisor. Good drug distribution guidelines aim to ensure drug quality and identity during the distribution process [4]. Good distribution fulfills the responsibilities of entities involved in various aspects of the supply chain distribution process. Indonesia has made the pharmaceutical industry focus on the 2015-2035 national industrial development master plan (RIPIN) to improve peoples quality of life [5, 6]. The government also guarantees the availability of pharmaceuticals and medical devices according to Presidential Instruction number 6 of 2016 as an effort to improve health services in the context of national health insurance [7]. The vision and mission of national industrial development, various problems occur with the rampant distribution of counterfeit drugs by related parties, such as unofficial or unregistered distributors or unregistered records of drugs distributed by distributors properly and misuse of a permit from the process of making drugs to be distributed according to the standard provisions of the BPOM [8, 9]. Apart from this, there is poor governance in the data collection of drugs and distributors registered at BPOM [10]. This is also reproduced in violations that occur in the sale of counterfeit and expired drugs, other types of drugs that should not be done in pharmacies [11]. The problem must be resolved quickly by identifying the parties involved in the
drug distribution process in an integrated network so that it is easy to trace. Technology support is important to simplify the distribution process in recording data, providing data security, and traceability of transactions between related parties. This research proposes blockchain technology to be applied in the distribution process that occurs. Blockchain technology has the characteristics of transparency, security, traceability, decentralization, automation, immutability, reliability in carrying out the distribution process in the pharmaceutical industry [12]. This blockchain technology has been implemented in many industries [13]. Blockchain technology provides certainty in the validation of the distribution processes recorded and is well integrated with each other. This makes the tracking process easier to do to reduce theft, forgery, and increase data security [14, 15].

The last few years of research that has occurred have only provided a foundation for developing theories on information resource management in distributed virtual organizations. This study also does not fully regulate the supply chain process of the pharmaceutical industry but only evaluates the framework for the development and production processes [16, 17].

This research will focus on building a drug distribution model in the pharmaceutical industry using blockchain technology. The model built can improve the pharmaceutical industry distribution system, which is more integrated with one another so that it can be trusted, accountable, transparent, and protected from the circulation of counterfeit drugs [18]. The model can help the government ensure the community health and safety by ensuring the drugs received are of good quality, thereby increasing public trust.

2. Theory

2.1. Supply chain Management

Supply chain management is the management process of the materials used to create products, the production process, and the final products final delivery [19]. The management is made a chain that is tied to each other, and it can be said that the supply chain. Supply chain management that is carried out as a whole will be an added value that is effective and economical in running a business. The positive impact that occurs is the company is able to know and ensure a product made from good materials from suppliers, the production process to ensure that the product is made to arrive properly and with quality in the hands of consumers [20]. Supply chain management integrates various key processes in the company so that it aligns all activities from suppliers to customers to provide cost reduction and flexibility in activities [21].

2.2. Value Chain

The porter value chain is a value chain in which each activity will influence the each other to provide the companies competitive power or organization. Porter defines several five main activities, namely: incoming logistics, operations, outgoing logistics, marketing and sales, and services and support activities: procurement, technology development (including Research & Development), human resource management, and infrastructure (planning systems, finance, quality, management information, etc.) [22, 23]. The basic model of the Porter Value Chain Model is as follows:

2.3. Blockchain

Blockchain consists of the words block and chain, which can be interpreted as blocks that are tied in chains to one another. Satoshi Nakamoto first introduced blockchain in cryptocurrency [24, 25]. Blockchain implements decentralized or distributed data storage. Blockchain has the characteristics of being immutable and append-only (can only be added). It is a distributed ledger, and all data is copied to network participants (nodes) [26, 27]. As time goes on, blockchain can be used in enterprise systems by providing a new touch in smart contracts [28]. Smart contracts are logic that is sequentially created by business processes to transact in the blockchain system based on an agreement between two people [26, 27].

2.4. Good Distribution Practice

Good distribution practice (GDP) or in Indonesian country called "Cara distribusi obat yang baik" (CDOB). Good drug distribution methods are used to ensure that drugs are consistently produced and controlled to achieve quality standards in accordance with the intended use and required in the distribution permit and product specifications.

2.5. User-Centered Design (UCD)

User-Centered Design (UCD) is a framework in doing design by looking at the users point of view, and it should be the users point of view [28,29]. This UCD has the following steps:

1. Context of use is done to get what the user wants.
2. User requirements are made to adjust the design to the wishes of the user
3. Design solutions to meet requirements are carried out to find solutions in making a design based on the needs of the user.
4. Evaluation is the evaluation of the design from user feedback so that the design is appropriate.
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3. Methodology

This research methodology with a qualitative approach and user center design techniques. The constructed model is based on literature studies and focus group discussions (FGD) with the pharmaceutical industry. This FGD with 4 domain experts from the division related to the drug distribution process, including the logistics department, the finished drug warehouse, marketing and sales, Quality Control, and Quality Assurance. Discussions were carried out with experts with several opportunities to ensure that the models design was in accordance with the pharmaceutical industry needs. In this discussion process, the experts said they agreed with the model being developed. With this validated model, it is possible to be applied in the pharmaceutical industry.

3.1. Context of Use

This stage searches for problems in users related to the distribution process to the pharmaceutical industry, pharmaceutical wholesalers, and pharmacies. The problem finding was carried out with a forum discussion group on the pharmaceutical industry. This discussion forum was attended by marketing sales managers, the production planning and inventory control section, the finished drug warehouse. The problem that occurs is that many drug distribution processes that occur are not in accordance with government regulations. For example, there are still many pharmaceutical wholesalers that are not properly registered, drug distribution data are not well recorded, and each actor does not have integration. So, it requires technology that can handle problems. The author offers blockchain technology that is used to enable each related party to integrate data and information properly and record irreversible drug distribution data.

3.2. User Requirements

This stage will adjust the design to the wishes of the user by conducting interviews with a forum discussion group in related parties. From the interview results, each party has confirmed to agree to the model being developed. The model developed describes the distribution process well with blockchain technology.

3.3. Design solutions to meet requirements.

This stage re-validates the parties involved in the drug distribution process to get the distribution model built that meets the requirements.

3.4. Evaluation

Evaluate the design from user feedback so that the design is in accordance with conducting back interviews with a forum discussion group in related parties. In addition, this evaluation can also get a view of the model being developed.

4. Analysis and Discussion

The development of a good drug distribution model is carried out with a user-center design approach, which is carried out in several stages. This study discussion relates to the model developed with the literature and based on the guidelines for good drug distribution established by the Republic of Indonesia Food and Drug Administration. This model starts from the value chain (outbound logistics, distribution, marketing and sales, and service), related stakeholders (warehouses, distributors, hospitals/clinics/pharmacies, drug stores, and end consumers/patients).

The blockchain technology that tells the data will be stored in the blockchain during the distribution process. Blockchain implementation in this distribution process begins in the pharmaceutical industry getting drug purchases from drug distributors and sending drugs back to distributors, and the data will be stored on the blockchain database, then the drug purchase process is also carried out by pharmacies, drug stores, and hospitals to distributors. The data will be stored in the blockchain. Consumers make drug purchases from pharmacies, drugstores, and hospitals. The data will be recorded in the blockchain database.

The last is the GDP Aspect in the industry, consisting of 9 aspects (quality management, management, personnel organizations, buildings and equipment, operations, self-inspection, complaints of drugs or presumed counterfeit drugs and process recall, transportation, distribution facilities based on contracts, documentation). The model developed can be seen in Figure 4.

The main business processes in the pharmaceutical industry are divided into 2 major areas, namely good manufacture practice (GMP) in Indonesia called "cara pembuatan obat yang baik" (CPOB) and Good distribution practice (GDP) in Indonesia called "cara distribusi obat yang baik" (CDOB). CPOB starts from the industry doing development and research on drugs that want to be produced. After that, purchase raw materials from suppliers and then make production. Production results will be stored in the finished drug warehouse. Meanwhile, CDOB starts from finished drugs ready for distribution to customers, from the pharmaceutical industry to pharmaceutical wholesalers, pharmaceutical wholesalers to health services (pharmacies, drug stores, hospitals). Further health services can distribute to the public. The complete picture of the CPOB and CDOB models can be seen in Figure 5.

5. Discussion

5.1. Value chain

This value chain starts from an industrial warehouse, a storage place for drugs produced and ready to be produced. Detail process distribution:
1. The distribution process when the industry gets an order from a distributor and the order data will be recorded on the blockchain. After the order is received, the industry will distribute drugs according to the order, and the transaction data will be recorded on the blockchain.

2. The distribution process for distributors to retailers (Hospital / Clinic / Pharmacy / Drugstore) accepts drug orders whose data is recorded on the blockchain system. Then the distributor sends the drug according to the retailer order, and then the data is recorded into the blockchain system.

3. The distribution process occurs at the retailer (Hospital / Clinic / Pharmacy / Drugstore) with the end customer, and the data will be recorded into the blockchain system.

Outbound logistics

Outbound logistics are activities that involve the distribution of finished products to customers. For example, sending an existing car via a service to car dealers is an outbound logistics activity. Inbound Logistics refers to the transportation, storage, and delivery of goods that enter the business. Outbound Logistics refers to the same for goods going out of business. Inbound and outbound logistics combine in supply chain management, as managers seek to maximize distribution network reliability and efficiency while minimizing transportation and storage costs. Understanding the differences and relationships between inbound and outbound logistics can help develop a comprehensive supply chain management strategy.
Distribution

Distribution is a marketing activity carried out by distributors or intermediaries to deliver goods or services from producers to consumers. Delivery of goods can also be from the manufacturer, industry, or manufacturer to retailers or retailers.

Marketing and sales

Marketing acts as a think tank that designs product development and marketing strategies. Sales are a team implementing the promotional strategy to increase product sales.

Service

Service is done to keep Consumers can have the interest to Return to buy into a sale. Thus it is necessary to provide services to Consumers well and in accordance with the demands of Consumers.

5.2. Stakeholder

Stakeholders are parties involved in the distribution process in the pharmaceutical industry where there is a pharmaceutical industry (drug maker and provider), pharmaceutical wholesalers (who are parties who supply drugs to other parties, including the pharmaceutical traders themselves and retailers, Hospital/Clinic/Pharmacy/Drugstore) is a service facility provided by the government as a drug distributor to end consumers or patients. And most recently, consumers who use drugs later.

5.3. Data and Blockchain Technology blockchain

Transaction data that occurs during drug distribution in the pharmaceutical industry supply chain will be recorded into the blockchain system to ensure data can be stored safely and adequately and accessed by parties tied to this drug distribution network.

Block Creation: Block creation begins with entering the related parties distribution process data and then carrying out the signing process. The process verifies the data that will enter the block. After the verification process, the block will retrieve the following data.

- Timestamp, which is when the block is created in
- UNIX time, which is the number of seconds that it has applies when the block is formed.
- Distribution data, namely the number of distribution processes carried out on each party.
- Node ID, namely the identity of the node, which is the public key of existing nodes.
- Prev. Hash is the hash of the previous block.

5.4. Aspect in the pharmaceutical industry

The drug distribution process needs to be maintained and controlled to provide good quality drugs and in accordance with the standards set by the government. This can meet the health and safety of the community. For this reason, this quality can be maintained with a guideline for good drug distribution based on Regulation of the Drug and Food Supervisory Agency Number 9 of 2019 concerning Technical Guidelines for Good Drug Distribution Methods [4] including:

1. Quality Management.

The quality system developed must be completely documented and monitored for its effectiveness. There must be a control system in the system changes covering the principles of quality risk management.

2. The organization, management, and personnel.

Implementation and management of a good quality management system as well. The correct distribution of drugs and/or drug substances is very dependent on the personnel who run it. There must be sufficient and competent personnel to carry out all tasks responsible for the distribution facility. Management must appoint a person in charge of the distribution facility. According to the laws and regulations, the person in charge must be a pharmacist who meets the qualifications and competencies. The pharmacist who gets delegation is obliged to report the activities carried out to the person in charge. The person in charge has duties, including:


Buildings and equipment to ensure the protection and distribution of drugs and/or medicinal substances. Buildings shall be designed and adapted to ensure that good storage conditions are maintained, have adequate safety, sufficient capacity to allow proper storage and handling of drugs, and that storage area are equipped with adequate lighting to enable all activities to be carried out accurately and safely.


All actions taken by distribution facilities must ensure that the identity of drugs and/or medicinal ingredients is not lost. Their distribution is handled according to the specifications listed on the packaging. Distribution facilities must use all available devices and methods to ensure that the source of drugs and/or drug...
ingredients received comes from the pharmaceutical industry and/or other distribution facilities with licenses in accordance with statutory regulations to minimize the risk of drugs/counterfeit drugs ingredients. Enter the official distribution chain.

5. Self-inspection

Self-inspection must be carried out to monitor implementation and compliance with CDOB compliance and follow up on necessary corrective steps.

6. Complaints on drugs and or returned drug ingredients, suspected to be fake and withdrawn.

All complaints and other information about potentially defective drugs should be collected, reviewed, and investigated according to written procedures. The responsible personnel must approve drugs to be resold in accordance with their respective authority.

7. Transportation.

The transportation process must apply adequate transportation methods. Medicines must be transported under storage conditions according to the information on the packaging. Appropriate transportation methods should be used, including transportation by land, sea, air, or a combination of the above. Whatever transportation is chosen, it must ensure that the drug does not undergo changes in conditions during transportation, which can reduce quality. A risk-based approach should be used when planning transportation routes.

8. Facility-based on the contract.

All contract activities must be in writing between the contract giver and contract accepter, and each activity must comply with the CDOB requirements.


Good documentation is an important part of a quality management system. Written documentation should be clear to prevent oral communication errors and facilitate tracing, among other things, batch history, instructions, and procedures.

6. Conclusion

This study analyzes the application process of blockchain technology in the pharmaceutical industry in the distribution process. The process carried out shows that the application of blockchain technology helps the process carried out in the process of drug distribution carried out from the pharmaceutical industry (drug warehouse), which is distributed to distributors and retailers to consumers. Blockchain helps record all transactions that occur from related parties. Transactions that are recorded will be ensured by the characteristics of the blockchain, namely immutable, distributed, and ensuring data security from irresponsible attacks. With another guarantee from blockchain technology, there is traceability of transactions that occur. After developing a good drug distribution model with blockchain, we will build a prototype to prove the model described can be used by the pharmaceutical industry.
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